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It is known that a non-trivial (I, A)-design cannot have more than the max {(F - A)2 + (r - A) + 
1, .\ +2} vanc:ties. In rhis paper we investigate the structul-e of (r, A)-designs ccjntaining the 
maximum nuber of varieties. From this investigation we obtain some results on irreducible 
( r, A )-designs. 
An (r, A)-design D is a collection B of subsets (called blocks) of a o-set Y 
(called varieties) such- that 
(i) every variety is contained in precisely r blocks of 13, 
(ii) every pair of distinct varieties is contained in precisely A blocks of B. 
An (r, A)-design D is called trivial if it coutains A blocks each containing all of 
the varieties. A design which is not trivial is non-trivial. Define u&, A) to be the 
smallest positive integer such that for any LJ > u&r, A) the only (r, A)-designs on u 
varieties are trivial. In [4] we prove 
Theorem 1.1. For any positive integers p; A (r > A) 
whtwe n=r-A. 
if u&, A) = A +2, Mullin [2] has shown that my (r, A )-design on .q,( r, A ) 
varieties is all ih + 1)-subsets of a (A + 2)-set. Hex we &x:i~~atr: the structure of 
(a, A)-designs for the case of vo(r.X)=n2+n+1. n (ill 21.,21p refer to r-A. 
2. (2n, n)-desf;ps with n 2 + n varieties 
With any (r, A)-design D cpn I.I varieties 
non-negative integers bdled a B -v~%M-~ 
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cardinal@ (size) I! in 8. If 13 is the nulx&er of blocks in D we have 
c ’ bi = b, 
f==l 
V 
c 
ibi = rv, 
i-1 
i i(i - 1)bj = AV(V - I). 
i= 1 
‘&% shall refer to these as the IS-vector equations. 
In order to chz\racterize (r, A)-designs on n* + n + I varieties we find it advan- 
tageous to consider (an, n)-designs. For the proof of the following theorem the 
r*eader is referr%< to [4]. 
2.1. If W i.~ $1 (2 71, n)-design on ra* -I- n + 1 varieties then W has one of the 
following B-wectois: 
(9 (b,, h,, . . . , b,,) where b, = %z - 1, b,,+I = n*, bn~+p L=: n + 1 and all other com- 
ponents are zero. 
(ii) (b,, b2, . . . , sl,) where bI =n(n2+n+i), bu = n sznd all other components 
zero. 
(iii) (b,, b2, . . . , b,) where bn+I = n2 f n -I- 1, b,, = n - 1 and all other components 
zero. 
Having this result we deduce 
Thtr;srem 2.2, Let W be a rzon- trivial (r, A)-design on n* f n + 1 varieties and A < n. 
Their D has B-vector (b,, b2, . . . , b,) where bn41 = n2+ n + 1, b,, = h - I and the 
other components are all zero. 
Root. Suppose W contains a b’lo~k I.3 such that !I31 = I and I# n + 1 or n2 + n + 1. 
Form a ~c!dgn 0’ from W by adjoining n - h complete blocks to W. By a complete 
block we mean one which conlaina all varieties. Clearly, W’ is a (2n, n)-design on 
g* -r 91 f varieties which is non-ta-ivial. Hence, W’ contains ;;li least one complete 
block ar di W’ contains I3 From? “l’heorem 2.1 there is no (213, ua)-design c\n 
n ! t ra + varieties having blocks of size n + 1, Y(,* + n -t 1 and a block of size 
Merent from these. Hence W does not contain a block with sip: different from 
H -+- 1 or rz” + rz -+ 2 and the stated result follows. This completes tGt: proof. 
is theorem states tlJ3.f if D li, an (I; Al-design on n2 + n + 1 varieties where 
n then W consists of a pro_iecbve plane of order n and A - 1 complete blocks. 
‘0 far v:rz have described the 2 jock structure of (r, A)-designs cn n* + rz + 1 
&ties ;,&en A s ivk. ow cw ci-ler ihe cast: 0-f A > n. 
F 8 ,cF dl F-2<. a %p i I= P )- antJ : l,g: a variety of JJ. ~~~~~~~ 
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the r blocks of 13 which contain X. Define the r-compl?rreizt 0: of D with respect 
to x to be a system obtained from D by replacing the flocks B,, B,, . . . , B, with 
the blocks V\Bl, V\&, . . . , V\%,. 
Lemma 2.3. Let D be an (I, A)-design with variety set V and let x E V. Then II: is 
a (Zn, n)-design defined on the variety set t’\(x). 
The proof of this is immediate and will be omitted. Instead of considering, 
(r, A)-designs D on n* + n + 1 directly we study (2n, n)-designs on nz + n varieties 
since O:, x E V, is a (2n, n)-design on n* + n varieties which seems to be easier to 
handle. The proof of the next theorem is analogolls to that given by Van Lint [3] 
for (2n, n)-designs having n* + n + 1 varieties. 
Theorem 24 If D is a (2n, nj-design on n2 + n varieties (n 2 3) &ten lI has one oJ’ 
the following B-uectors: 
(i) (b,, b2, . . . , b,) where b, = II - 1, b, = n, b,+l = n2- n, b,z = n, b,,~+~ = I and 
all (other components zero. 
(ii) (b,, b,, . . . , b,) where b,+I = n*, bn2 = n + 1 and all other components zero. 
(iii) (b,, b2, . . . , b,) where b, = n(n’+ n), b, = n and all other components zero. 
{(iv) (b,, b2,. . . , b,) where b, = n+ 1, b,,, = n2, b,, = n - 1 and all other cm- 
pments are zero. 
Proof, By a result of Deza [1], if D is a (2n, n)-design having n* + n varieties 
(y11 iz 3) then every block of D has either at least n2 varieties or at most n + 1 
varieties. Par’;ition :he blocks of 0 as follows. Call a block with n -i- 1 or fewer 
varieties a Type I block and a block with n* or more varieiies a ‘liype II block. We 
consider two cases. 
(Case 1. Suppose there are at least n+ 1 blocks of Type II. Let 
%I, B23 * a ’ > &,I be n + 1 of these blocks. If R, n B2 il. . . q B, , = fl we deduce 
the following results. Let T be the collection of blocks ij, , B,, . . . , B, + 1. T 
contains at least (n + ljn* varieties. Counting in a different way with thtz require- 
ment that every variety occurs in at most n blocks of 7’ we have: that T contains at 
most n(n’-+ n) varieties in total. Since these two counts are equal, every block of 
T contains n* varieties and every variety of n occurs in IZ blocks of 7’. Since every 
variety o’f D does not occur in precisely one block of 7’ we define a partition of 
the varieties of D as follows: 
A s= n. Thereforte, every black of D not in T contains ;i.t most n + 1 varieties. Let x 
b\lr; any variety of V. x is contained in precisely n(n2-t- n - 1) pati% of var ie*ies in 
@1. But x is contained in n blocks of 2’ and occurs in n@b2-- 1) pairs in T. x 
QU:UIYS in n bbcks other than ‘iT and loccurs in at nlost n2 pairs. 1%~ x occurs in at 
most n~v~~-l1)-+9z~=n~-+-n~-- n which implies every block of i3 other than those 
in ‘I” mntain precisely n -t 1 varieties. Applying the B-vectz, +zations we get the 
Bvect6r given in (ii) of the theorem. 
Sup~me now thal & n Bz n l l l n El,,, P $3. Since A = n, there is precisely one 
variety x E V which is contained in every block of T. x occurs with n(n2+ n - 1) 
varieties in D. In T x occurs with at least (n + l)( n2 - 1) = n3 + n2- n - 1. Thus 7” 
can coWain at most 1 block of size u2t 1 and the others must have size n2. But 
suppose some variety y is contained in tit most n - 1 blocks of T. The maximum 
number of pails of varieties which contain y is n2 + (n - 2)( n2- 1) + (n + 1)n = 
n3+2. But n3+2<n(n2+n-1) when na3 where n(n2+n-1) IS the total, 
number of pairs in D containing y. Thus every variety of D othz than x is 
c6ntaine:d in precisely n blocks of T. Simple counting arguments similar to those 
used above, show that Type I blocks have size n + 1, n and 1 and the blocks of 
size 1 each consist of the variety X. Applying the B-vector equations with the 
above irlformation gives the B-vector given in (i) of the theorem. 
Case 2. There zze at most n blocks of Type II. Suppose x E V and x is 
contained in 9 Tyc:+. II blocks. Then x is contained in 2n -q Type I blocks anb 
counting pails .which contain x 
n(n”+n-l)Sq(n2+n--1)+(2n-q)n. 
n3- d-n 1 
q a-- n2__l ‘n-l-,ri* 
Si.?ce Q is integral 4 2 n - 1. Assume D contains exactly n Type II blocks labelled 
Es19 B 2, . . . ? B,, and denote this ccjftectl:Ion by ‘T’. Let P be the set of varieties in V 
such that if y E P then y is ccntainee! in all blocks of 1’: From the above, it i : clear 
that ezc,L variety of V\P is con’a:I:lcd in precisely n - f blocks of T. Partition the 
set V\ P into subsets Pi such that 
ce every blad. of Type I Cojif,2iRS at le 1st ~1” varieties 
1p’ S:, ISiGn. ,. 
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is contamed in (n-l blocks of Type II with each variety of P. Since A = n, y 
qccurs with each var ety of P in blocks of Type I. Since y is eontained in 212 
blocks of D and no t~u’o distinct varieties of P can be contained in blocks of ‘Type 
1, 
/P/O-U. (2) 
(lj and (2) imply thar: lPl= n or n + 1. ltf /PI = n then jf’i/ = yt, 1 G is n, and each 
block of 7 has ca..dinality ~1’. Ef IPl-nt1, then jP,\=n-1 for some in 
11 2 9 ,-0-r n} and IPj : = n for all j # i, 1 - j == G n. This implies that there is one blrock 
of T with cardinality n2 + I and the rest have cardinality n2. In either case select a 
variety z E V\ P whi,:h is contained in ( yt - 1) blocks of T having cardinahty n’. 
Counting pairs of va4eties in D which contain z 
n(n”+n-1)~(~3-l)(ri2-l)+(n+l)n 
or n<l. 
This corjtradicts th,? fact that n > 1 and thus T canntit contain n blocks. Thus T 
contains n - 1 block:;, each containing all of the varieties. The blocks of Type II 
then form an (n + 1, l)-design on n2 + YI. varieties. Using the B-vectors equations 
we deduce the B-vector given in (iv) of the theorem. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
3. (I-, A)-designs on n2 + n + 1 varieties 
In the preceding zction we characterized (2~ n)-designs having n” + n varieties 
(n 2 3). If D is an (r, A.)-design on a’! + n + 1 vari.eties, D:, for any x E V, is a 
(2n, n)-design on n’ + M. varieties. To characterize the block structure of D we 
need only consider HIhen is it possible to revers,t: the r-complementation process 
to get D from a (2n, n) -design. To these ends we define a (2n, n)-design D to be 
inverse-r-complementat tie (I-v-C) if there exists a collection of (~1 f A), (h a 
non-negative integer) Mocks B1, &, . . . , B,,+* such tha.t each variety of D is 
contained in precisely YI of these blocks. The inverse-r-complement of a (2n, n>- 
design ywhich is ‘I-r-C is a system obtained from D by replacing each of the blocks 
Bi, PsSni-A by B:Lr(x} where B:== V\Bj and x&V.. 
If D i:s an 1-r-C (24 n)-&sign t&e!2 the incers~~-5-complemenr 
I.3 is aiz (n + A, A)- Idesip. 
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(b,, b:2, . . . 9 b,,) where b,+I = i 2+ye+1, b, = h -. 1 and all other componenlts are 
zero. ,[f A < n and YE is not the orlder of a finite projective plane then no such .D exists. 
(ii) If A = E’E, D has one of the B-vectors listed in Theorem 2.1. 
(iii) df A > 12, D has one 0 f the following b-vectors 
(a) (b,, bz, . . . , b,,) where bn+l = n2+ n + 1, bu = A - 1 apld all other com- 
pnenfs are zero. 
(t)) (b,, b2, . . . , b,) whey b,? = n2+ n -I I, b, = A - FI’ + n and all other com- 
ponents are zero. 
(c) (hi, b2, . . . , b,,) where b, == n + 1, b,,2 = )t2, 42+,, = n - 1, b, = A - n2 + n and 
all other components are zero. 
(cl) (o,, bl, . . . , b,) where bI = t(n2+ n + I), b,,__* = (n - t)(n2+ n + l), bu = 
A - (n -- t)(n2 t n + 1) and all oGer components are 2 era and 0~ is n. 
. If tft?re is a non-triviad (r, A)-design on n2 -t I& -t 1 varieties, it muslt be an 
inverse-r-complement of a (2n, n)-design on n2+ n varieties. Knowing all of the 
B-vectors for (2n, @-designs on It” + n varieties, we deduce which are inverse-r- 
complementable and thus the inverse- r-ctimple ment. 
Case I: a--Jector (i) of Theorem 2.4. We first consider a (2n, nj-design .I3 on 
n”+ n varieties having B-vector as given in (i) of Theorem 2.4. Let Ti,, i~{l? n, n -I- 
1, n2, n2 + 1) be the collection of blocks of cardinality i in D. For D to be I-r-C 
there must exist n + p blocks (p a positive snteger) of 13 containing each variety 
of V n times. Suppose S is such a collection. Then S contains a blocks from Tn2+, , 
b from T’z, c from T,,,, d fro:n T,, and e from T1. ‘Thus 
a(n2+1)+bn2+~*(~~+1)+dn+e=n(n2+n) (3 
a+b+c+d+e==n+p. (4) 
In rhe proof of Theorem 2.4, we observed that the blocks of T~z+~, ‘&, and Yfl all 
contain a common variety. Menre 
e=n-(a+bj. (3 
Suppose 0 < b < IZ. From the proof of Theorem 2.4, the blocks of 7”z+1 and Tnz all 
contain precisely one comicon vari.%y x and every other variety of V is contained 
in n of these blocks. Thus there f :&s a set Id c V \ {x> such that each variety of 1V 
is contained in every block of r$,l ~ From the proof of ‘fheorem 2.4, varieties of IV 
blocks of 7;~ and 7;, +, Hence IW two varieties of N are contained in 
a cc,mmon lock of TO+, and W( gc-,t hat 
e = (n - b)(n - 1). (6) 
p-n 
c==p--12. d=n, e=--7. (711 
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proof of Theorem 2.4, the blcxks of T* contain 
variety of N” is tort Gned in n - I blocks of T,:, 
the blocks (of T”2 as B1, B2, . . . , Ba. Define 
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only varieties of N’ and each 
Clearly N U IV’ = V\(x). L&e1 
The Pi, lsfi 2~ n, pa:tition N’ and any two varieties from Pi are contained in ~1 
common Gcks of ‘1;~+~, 7”. Moreover, since the varieties of N occur in all blocks 
of Tn2 ewry varieiy 0f IV’ occurs (n - 1) times with every variety of PI in blocks of 
‘I$. Suppose there exists a block Ui E S n T,,z and let B be the collection of blocks 
of T,z no! in S Consider Pi. All varieties of Pi are contained in each block of 13. B 
contains In - b) blol:ks. If the varieties of Pi are to occur in n blocks of S they 
must each be (eontamed in n - B blocks of S n T,,,. Thus S must contain n(n - b) 
blocks of T, +1. But S contains precisely (n - l)(n - b) blocks of ‘r,,+1 and 
n( .r - b) > (n - l)( n -- b) which gives a contradiction. Then:fore; S must contain 
either all blocks of Q or none of them. If b = 0 then x cannot possibiy be 
contained in n blocks of S. We conclude that b = n, c = 0, d = n, e = 0, p = it is the 
only possible solution when a = 0 and the set of blocks corresponding to this 
solution does :ontain every variety of D precisely n times. In this case, 0 is I -r-C 
and the inverse-r-complement has B-vector as given in (i) of Theorem 2.1. 
In the case of a r= 1, a similar argument to that above gives b - 0, c = tz’ - n, 
d=O, e==n-1, p==n2- n. The corresponding CaliZYion of blocks clearly ion- 
tains each variety of D n times and 13 IS 1-r-C and the inverse-r-complement has 
B-vector as given in (c) of the theorem. Note that one can add lcomplere blocks 
without altering r - A. 
Case 2: B-vector (ii) of Theorern 2.4. Let S be a set of n + y blocks of 6-) 
where D has B-vector (ii) of Theorem 2.4. Let A and b ke the number of bi<**cks 
of size n2 and n + 4. respectively. We have 
an2+ b(n + IL) = n(n2-t n) 
a+b=n-kp 
which imply 
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Case 3: B-vector (iii) of Theorem 2.4. This design is trivial and it is easily seen 
that a number of possibilities for an inverse-P-complement exist. If we select t 
complete blocks we must choose p2 - t biocks of size 1 for each variety of D. The 
inverse-r-complement of D h;ds -vector (b,, b,, . . . ? b,) where b1 = (n’+ ti + l)f, 
&__a .= fn - t)( n2 + pa f I) and all other compontints are zero and 0 s t s n. 
C.a.se 4: B-vector (iv) of Theorem 2.4. A simple counting argument shows that 
each variety of the design D with this B-vector is coniained in one block of size n 
and n blocks of size R f 2. Let § be a collectio:? of PIN -t u blocks of D ,such that 
each variety is c~tained in prec&ly tz of them. Let ca, b, and t be the number o,% 
biocks of six n -t P, n and n* + n in S respect!!\ ely. Thus 
Qn + I)n -t- nb+ t(n2+ n) = n(n2+ n). (8) 
ofb+l=n+u. 
1Ler. B be a block of size vz not in S. Then 
Hence, the a blocks A of size R. + 1 In S must contain every variety n - t times. 
The elements of B partition the blocks A into n classes of (n -. t) blocks, where 
each class contains a clr)mmon variety from B. Let ?3” be d block from one such 
class. The varieties B’\(x), x E B must each be contained in (n - t- 1) other 
blocks of A, no two from the same class. Hence n(n - t - 1) must equal (n - 1) 
n - t) which can only happen if 5 = 0. Therefore an inverse-r-complement of D 
has B-vector (I?,, b2, . . . , b,) where b, = n + 1, bn2 = n2, b, _, = n - 1 and all other 
components are zero. Suppose now that b = n + 1 which is the only other 
possibility, Gwl by an argument similar to t;,at used above we get a = 0, t = tz - 1. 
The corresponding blocks show D to be 1-r-C and the inverse-r-complement with 
a = n has B-vector (b,, b2,. . . , b,,) where b, = n - 1, bn+l = n2, !1~2+~ = n + 1 and 
all other compcnents are zero. 
Collecting ths results of cases 1 through 4 and adding complete blocks if 
necessary we get the results state YJ. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
11 (8, &J-design, on u varieties is called irreducible if it contains neither a 
block xx- a set of u b,c;?ks of size one whose union is V. If the design is 
le i: is called reducib: u. _Define ul(r, A) to be the least positive integer 
Rich thab if u > ~~(7~ hj the 0 ly (r, X)-designs on v varieties are reducible. It is 
:iear that 
Vj(T, A) c iI2 + n + 1 
with equality ifl 
(i) r = n2 and n is the order of a finite projective plane. 
(ii) r = n -+ 1 and n is the order of pz finite projective pi’ane. 
(iii) r = 2n and n is the order of a finite projective plane. 
p100b. From Theorem 1.1 and the above observation 
vl( r, A) s vo(r, A) s max {A + 2, n2 + n + 1). 
Suppot;e D is an (r, A)-design on ‘u = n2 + n + p varieties where ,5 > 2 and D 
contaLl a block with cardinality different from 1, n2 + n + p - 1 and n2 i n + p. 
Then the r-complement of D with respect to some variety i:; a non-trivial 
(2n, n)-design on n2 + n + 0 - 1 varieties which is non-trivial and hence contradicts 
Theorem 1.1. Ef D is an (t, A)-design on n2i n t 2 varieties cortaining a block 
with cardinality different flom 1, n2+ n t 1, and n2+ n t 2 then the r-comp!pment 
of B with respect to some variety is ,I non-hivial (2n, n)-desigu on n* + n + 1 
varieties which is I-r-C. This contradicts [3, Theorem 3, I]. Thus aEy (r, A)-design 
having more than n2+ n + 1 varieties has block sizet; l., v - 1, and v. But such a 
design always contains a complete block or a set elf v blocks each of size 1 wh!~e 
union is V and hence the design is reducible. Therefore 
v,(r, A) 6 n2+ n + 1. 
Suppose v,(r, A) = n2 + n + 1. Then there exist:: 311 irreducible (t, h >-design D on 
n2+ n + 1 varieties. By Theorem 3.3 the only posGbiiities are that D has B-vector 
(iii(b)), (iii(c)) or (i) of Theorem 2.1. First consider a design with R-vector (Iii@)). 
By the proof of Theorem 3.3 there is a variety x E V which is contained in ever!{ 
block of sive n2. D: is a (2n, n)-design on n2 + n varieties ~4th b!ocks sizes n2 + II, 
II + 1 and n. If we delete the complete blocks of D: we have rzn (n + I, 1)-design 
on n2+ n varieties which by [S] can be extended to an (n + 1, I)-design on 
n2+ n + 1 varieties. But an (n + 1, I)-design on ~1~ + n + 1 varieties !. Aquivalerlt o 
a finite projective plane of order n. Conversely, if r == n2 and o is the or&~ of 
a finite projective plane we can construct an irreducible (d, n2- nf-cfec~g~ WI 
n2 + n + 1 varieties giving 11, W, n” - n) = n2 + n + I. A similar argument using t hc 
other two possibilities gives the stated result. This completes the prt~f. 
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